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Lots of children have enjoyed playing hospitals this week, painting and creating parties! They have also made some of their own books and stories again which are amazing :) .
Phonics
This week our sound of the week is ‘k’, next week it will be ’e’ (the picture of the e e egg) and
the song of the week will be ‘Humpty Dumpty’. We would love you to send in some objects
that begin with ’e’ to share during our phonics sessions. Don’t forget that you can find ‘Jolly
Songs’ on Youtube by searching for ‘jolly songs’ (these are the songs that we sing to go with
each letter sound). You can also help yourself to the picture cards that are on the sound table in the cloakroom.
Maths
We have been playing counting / number games this week in our maths sessions—it’s been
lots of fun!
Thank you
Thank you to everyone that’s sent in donations to us, they are really appreciated :) Please
keep sending in boxes and plastic pots. We would appreciate ‘shiny materials’ for our creative area too if you have any bits going spare (e.g. foil, pie cases). Thanks!
Clothing
Please try and send a pair of wellies in for your child now that it’s super muddy outside. The
children need warm coats, gloves, hats and scarves too please, thanks. Please could you
check that your child’s pumps still fit them properly as there are a few pairs that are becoming a bit of a squeeze now!! Thank you again. Please remember to send your child into
school in shoes that they can get on themselves so that they can be independent.
Story Sacks
We are in the process of creating story sacks for all of our reading canon books, if you would
like to be involved with getting bits together for these please come and chat to me. Thanks!
Headlice
Please check your child’s hair for headlice—remember the Nitty Gritty comb with conditioner is fab!
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Have a great week everyone.
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